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Abstract-What follows is a suggested model for managing a national stockpile of 
cobalt. The stockpile is to be adjusted according to present needs, and cobalt can be 
sold from or bought for the stockpile. The model takes into consideration the current 
market price of cobalt, the projected price of cobalt in the near future, the expected 
need for cobalt in the upcoming year, the current stockpile level, and an evalution of 
the current political and economic situations that could possibly affect the price and 
availability of cobalt. The model considers several factors to be constant, such as the 
percentage of cobalt that is recycled annually, and the basic unit of cobalt that is bought 
or sold in any transaction. The model calculates reasonable buying and selling prices 
based on an evaluation of the current stockpile level as compared to need and market 
stability, and then determines if it is desirable to buy or sell cobalt. The model adjusts 
the stockpile level by buying or selling units of cobalt until a stable condition is reached 
with respect to need, market stability, and the current market price. The model assumes 
that cobalt is allocated to domestic consumers on a yearly basis. However, changes in 
the current market price or in the current market stability can be added within the 
yearly group of buy/sell transactions. After each transaction, the model presents an 
update of the stockpile level, current acceptable buying and selling prices, the amounts 
of cobalt bought or sold, and the current level of “comfort” (i.e. stockpile level as 
compared to need and market stability). 
ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Orders for cobalt will be made on a yearly basis. 
2. Consumers will be expected to give reasonably accurate estimates of future needs. 
3. Storage capacity is assumed to be unlimited (i.e. may be expanded as needed). 
4. Recycling of cobalt will remain at a constant level of 7 percent of total consumption. 
5. Cobalt will be bought and sold in discrete units, currently defined as 1 million pounds. 
6. Prices indicated are in 1981 constant dollars. 
7. All purchases and sales are made at the current market price. 
8. Sufficient cobalt is always available to satisfy purchase requirements. 
9. Storage of cobalt is not economically feasible when the stockpile level is twice the 
desired minimum level. 
10. The user of this program has the following information available: Current market 
price for cobalt; Information concerning the stability of current prices and availability 
(Needed for determining confidence factor.). 
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM AND INTRODUCTION TO MODEL 
The first type of information needed to solve the problem is some sort of quantitative 
measure for how adequate the current stockpile is with respect to the estimated needs. 
This measure is to be the determining factor for decisions with regard to when the model 
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should buy or when it should sell cobalt. It was decided that some sort of “comfort level” 
measure was in order. Rather than consider at what rate to add to the stockpile or what 
rate to draw from it. it was decided to let the present comfort level determine a reasonable 
amount to pay for cobalt, and a reasonable price at which to sell the cobalt. In this way, 
when the comfort level is high, the current cobalt price must be very low before the model 
will consider buying additional cobalt. When the comfort level is low, the price at which 
the model will buy cobalt will go up. The comfort level also determines the amounts the 
model will accept for cobalt. When the comfort level is high, the model will consider 
selling out of the stockpile for a relatively low price, and when it is low, the model will 
not consider selling except for a very high price. In this way, the rates of drawing from 
or adding to the stockpile are determined automatically by the current comfort level and 
the present market price. 
In addition to letting the present market price determine when to buy or sell, there are 
certain hardwired constraints which may cause the model to recommend buying or selling. 
If the comfort level becomes negative, the program will always buy until the comfort 
level reaches zero, without consideration for the present market price. Additionally, if 
the comfort level rises above 100, the program will sell until the comfort level drops 
below 100. One hundred was selected as the maximum comfort level for buying because 
that is the point where the stockpile level is double the desired minimum. It is assumed 
that it is not economically feasible to store more than twice the desired minimum level. 
Determining the comfort level 
The comfort level is a function of the present stockpile level as compared to the desired 
stockpile level. First, the excess is determined. Then, the excess is computed as follows: 
Excess = Stockpile Level - Desired Minimum Stockpile Level. 
The comfort level is then computed by the following formula: 
Comfort Level = (Excess/Desired Minimum) * 100. 
In this way, when the stockpile level is equal to the desired minimum, the comfort 
level is equal to zero. When the stockpile level is less than the desired minimum, the 
comfort level is negative. If the comfort level is positive, it gives an indication of how 
much more cobalt is in the stockpile over the minimum (e.g. if the comfort level is 75, 
theqthe stockpile contains 75 percent more cobalt than the minimum required). 
Determining the desired minimum stockpile level 
The desired minimum level is contingent upon a number of factors. First, there is an 
assumption that at least a three-year supply is desired. This is to satisfy the law which 
requires a three-year supply in the stockpile. The program would allow for a change in 
this law by changing the value of the constant “Years.” Second. there is a confidence 
factor which allows the user to compensate for uncertainties in the future price and 
availability of cobalt. When times are particularly uncertain, e.g. times of political unst- 
ability, the user would want to increase the stockpile level. The confidence factor is a 
real value ranging from 1 to 2. When the confidence factor is set to 1. the desired minimum 
will be set to the estimated need for three years. When the confidence factor is set to 2, 
cobalt will be bought until the stockpile contains twice the normal stockpile level. When 
the confidence factor is between 1 and 2, the desired minimum stockpile level will vary 
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proportionately. Given the above, the formula for computing the desired minimum is as 
follows: 
Desired Minimum = Expected Usage (3 years) * Confidence. 
Determining the selling and buying prices 
The model’s determination of selling and buying prices is based on the formula [Ii 
square(comfort level)]. This is because the curve of [l/square(comfort level)] has the 
desired properties of yielding values which grow very rapidly as the comfort level ap- 
proaches zero, and which level off gradually as the comfort level approaches 100. The 
desired behavior is to have the selling and buying prices climb very rapidly as the comfort 
level approaches zero. To get the formulae to yield the proper dollar amounts, it was 
found necessary to multiply the results of the computation by a constant (BuyConst or 
SellConst). It was also found necessary to shift the curve by adding another constant 
(BuyAdjust or SellAdjust) to the comfort level before squaring it. Additionally, by mul- 
tiplying the results of this computation by the average market price for the last few years, 
the model will be self-correcting for gradually increasing prices. The resulting formula is 
as follows: 
Sell Price = Avg Price * (square(SellConst:(Comfort lev f SellAdjust))). 
The formula for the buying price is identical with different values for the constants. 
By manipulating the values of the constants, it is possible to “fine tune” the function to 
yield the desired results. The model attains what appears to be reasonable results with 
the constants SellAdjust and BuyAdjust set to 20, SellConst set to 73, and BuyConst se: 
to 50. Using these values, the model maintains a comfort level of approximately 30 when 
the current market price is equal to the average price. 
Computing the average market price 
The average market price is used as a guideline for determining the buying and selling 
prices for a given comfort level. The average market price is computed as follows: 
Avg. Market Price = (Sum last three years’ prices + Last year’s priceY4. 
The most recent average price is weighted twice because it is probably more repre- 
sentative of future prices. 
Timing of the model 
This model assumes that cobalt is allocated to domestic consumers on a annual basis. 
The model subtracts the annual useage from the stockpile level, and calculates the amount 
of cobalt to be bought to replenish the stockpile. This amount is not necessarily the same 
as the amount just removed from the stockpile because variations in the market price 
will affect the comfort level that the model is to maintain. In addition to the yearly 
allocation process, the model allows the user to enter changes in the market price of 
cobalt, or in his confidence level at any time throughout the year, i.e. if the price drops 
suddenly or the political situation suddenly worsens. This data may be entered and the 
model will determine how much cobalt to buy or sell to compensate for this change. 
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Compensation for recycling 
This model assumes that the 7 percent recycling figure will remain constant. 7 percent 
of the yearly expected usage is added to the stockpile level once each year as a part of 
the yearly processing. 
Strategy for mining of domestic cobalt 
When the average price for the last 3 years (as computed above) becomes greater than 
$22 per pound, the model will recommend that mining be started. After 3 years, which 
is the time required to bring domestic cobalt into production, the model will add six million 
pounds a year to the stockpile level, to reflect domestic production. 
CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAM 
Constants 
Coton: Basic unit of cobalt in buy/sell transactions, in millions of pounds. (Pronunciation: 
rhymes with photon) 
SellConst: Scaling factor for determining desired selling price. 
BuyConst: Scaling factor for determining desired buying price. 
SellAdjust: Scaling factor for adjusting slope of selling price. 
BuyAdjust: Scaling factor for adjusting slope of buying price. 
Recycle: Net consumption of cobalt after recycling. 
Years: Number of years of supply desired in the stockpile. 
Variables 
Confidence (Real): A measure of how stable the cobalt market is. This is based on such 
things as the current political situation in the producing regions, as well as recent price 
stability. 
The value of the confidence factor is a real number between 1 and 2. A value of 1 
indicates that the market is in a “normal” state of operation. A value of 2 means that 
the region is very unstable, to the point of war. At this value, a (2 * Years) year supply 
of cobalt is deemed the minimum, instead of the “normal” value of (Years). 
The value of this variable is input by the user, and determined based on his judgement 
of the current situation. 
ExpUseage (Real): An estimate of how much cobalt will be used in the next year. 
Min (Real): The minimum amount of cobalt desired in the stockpile for (Years) number 
of years. (Min = Confidence * ExpUseage). 
StockLev (Real): The amount of cobalt in the stockpile. 
Excess (Real): Amount of cobalt in the stockpile that is in excess of the (Years)-year 
minimum supply. 
Comfort (Real): Contrived number which is the ratio of the excess cobalt to the minimum 
required. (Comfort = (Excess/Mm) * 100) 
BuyPrice (Real): Price at which we are willing to pay for 1 Coton of cobalt. 
SellPrice (Real): Price at which we are willing to accept for selling 1 Coton of cobalt. 
Yearuse (Real): Expected demand for the upcoming year. 
CurrPrice (Real): Current market price for one Coton of cobalt. 
AvgPrice (Real): Average price for one Coton of cobalt, based on the last three years’ 
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prices. Double weight is given to the last year’s price in order to better predict the 
upcoming year’s price. 
(AvgPrice = (Sum of preceding three years’ prices + last year’s price)/4) 
PastPrices (Array[l. .31 of Real): Array which contains Coton prices for the past three 
years. 
PastPosition (Integer): Pointer to the last year’s price. 
Sell/Buy (Integer): Amount of cobalt bought/sold per transaction period. 
Mining (Boolean): Mining process started. 
MineBegin (Boolean): Occurs four years after mining process has begun. A TRUE in- 
dicates that Cobalt is currently being mined at the rate of 6 million pounds per year. 
HIGHLIGHTS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE MODEL 
A major strength of this model is the ease of adapting it to varying circumstances, such 
as differing recycling rates and changing desired minimum stockpile levels. Another 
strength of the model is that it automatically computes when and how much cobalt to 
buy or sell to maintain a certain “comfort level.” This eliminates the need to calculate 
the rate at which cobalt is bought or sold. A possible weakness of the model is that the 
basic unit of buy/sell transactions, the “coton,” is bought and sold on an annual basis 
(unless either the confidence level or the current market price changes); the model may 
easily be changed to support a more convenient time frame. 
Another strength is that the constant values used in determining the buying and selling 
prices may be changed to give the corresponding buying and selling curve a different 
slope and initial value. This enables the user to adjust for major changes in the buying 
or selling trends of cobalt. It is also possible to change the coton value, thereby making 
the model usable for different discreet amounts of cobalt. 
Another possible weakness is that the program deals only in constant dollars, and lacks 
the facility to adjust for inflation. This could be overcome by embedding the system in 
a larger system which translates the prices in constant dollars. 
This model conducts all sales and purchases at the current market value for simplicity; 
in actuality the prices of these transactions would vary slightly. Also for simplicity, 
domestic mining was initiated when the average cobalt price was at or above the $22 
level, and the amount of mined cobalt was assumed to be at the maximum level (i.e. 6 
million pounds per year). 
Allocation of cobalt to particular consumers is, unfortunately, beyond the scope of this 
model. 
Most of the weaknesses in this particular model are the result of particular assumptions, 
which were used to simplify the model, and could be changed to expand the utility of it. 
PROGRAM LISTING 
PROGRAM COBALT; 
CONST Years = 3; 
Coton = 1; (* See section 3. I of the report for detailed *) 
SellConst = 73; (* description of constants. *) 
BuyConst = 50; 
Recycle = 0.93; 
BuyAdjust = 20; 
SellAdjust = 20; 
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VAR ComfortLev, 
StockLev, (* See section 3.1 of the report for detailed *) 
BuyPrice, (* description of variables. *) 
SellPrice, 
YearUse, 
CurrPrice, 
AvgPrice, 
ExpUseage, 
Confidence: Real; 
PastPrices: Array[l. .3] of Real; 
PastPosition, 
MineYear, 
I, (* Misc. counter *) 
BuyQuant , 
SellQuant: Integer; 
Exit, (* Condition for loop termination *) 
AddMine, 
MineBegin, 
Mining: Boolean; 
Option, 
More; Char; 
Function AverageCompute computes the average price per pound of cobalt over the last 
3 years. The most recent value is weighted twice as much as the other values. These 
averages are used for computing the buying price and the selling price. 
Function AverageCompute: Real; 
Var 1:Integer; 
Sum: Real; 
Begin 
Sum := 0; 
ForI:= 1 to3do 
Sum : = Sum + PastPrices[I]; 
Sum : = Sum + PastPrices[PastPosition]; 
Average Compute : = Sum/l; 
End; (* AverageCompute *) 
Function MinCompute calculates the minimum acceptable stockpile level. 
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Function MinCompute: real; 
Begin 
MinCompute : = ExpUseage * Confidence; 
End; (* MinCompute *) 
Function ComfortCompute calculates the “Comfort Level”, which is the percentage of 
the stockpile that is in excess of the desired minimum. 
Function ComfortCompute: Real; 
Var Min. 
Excess: Real; 
Begin (* ComfortCompute *) 
Min : = MinCompute; 
Excess : = StockLev - Min; 
ComfortCompute : = (Excess/Min)* 100; 
End; (* ComfortCompute *) 
Function SellPriceCompute computes the minimum price per pound we will accept for 
cobalt out of our stockpile at a given time. 
Function SellPriceCompute(ComfortLev:Real): Real: 
Begin 
SellPriceCompute : = AvgPrice * (Sqr (SellConst/(ComfortLev + SellAdjust))); 
end; (* SellPriceCompute *) 
Function BuyPriceCompute computes the maximum price per pound we will pay for 
cobalt to add to our stockpile at a given time. 
Function BuyPriceCompute(ComfortLev:Real): Real; 
Begin 
BuyPriceCompute : = AvgPrice * (Sqr (BuyConst/(ComfortLev + BuyAdjust))); 
End; (* BuyPriceCompute *> 
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Function BuyCobalt determines the amount (if any) that we should purchase and then 
purchases it. The function also adjusts the values of the stock level, the comfort level, 
and the buying and selling prices accordingly. 
Function BuyCobalt: Integer; 
Var BuyQuant: Integer; 
Begin 
BuyQuant : = 0; 
While (CurrPrice c BuyPrice) or (ComfortLev < 0) do 
begin 
BuyQuant : = BuyQuant + 1; 
StockLev : = StockLev + Coton; 
ComfortLev : = ComfortCompute; 
BuyPrice : = BuyPriceCompute(CornfortLev): 
SellPrice : = SellPriceCompute(ComfortLev); 
end; 
BuyCobalt : = BuyQuant; 
End; (* Buy Cobalt *) 
Function SellCobalt determines the amount (if any) that we should sell and then sells it. 
The function also adjusts the values of the stock level, the comfort level, and the buying 
and selling prices accordingly. 
Function SellCobalt: Integer; 
Var SellQuant: Integer; 
Begin 
SellQuant : = 0; 
While (SellPrice < CurrPrice) or (ComfortLev > 100) do 
begin 
SellQuant : = SellQuant + I; 
StockLev : = StockLev - Coton; 
ComfortLev : = ComfortCompute; 
BuyPrice : = BuyPriceCompute(ComfortLev); 
SellPrice : = SellPriceCompute(ComfortLev); 
end; 
SellCobalt : = SellQuant; 
End; (* Sell Cobalt *) 
Procedure SituationCompute re-computes the values of the global variables after any 
change of the confidence factor, the current price, or the stockpile level. 
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Procedure SituationCompute; 
Begin 
ComfortLev : = ComfortCompute; 
BuyPrice : = BuyPriceCompute(ComfortLev); 
SellPrice : = SellPriceCompute(ComfortLev); 
BuyQuant : = 0; 
SellQuant : = 0; 
If (CurrPrice (_ BuyPrice) or (ComfortLev < 0) then BuyQuant : = BuyCobalt; 
If (CurrPrice > SellPrice) or (ComfortLev > 100) then SellQuant : = SellCobalt; 
Writeln; 
Writelin(‘Current Stockpile Level: ‘,StockLev:5:2); 
End; (* SituationCompute *> 
The procedure MineStart sets the boolean variable Mining to true, which is a signal to 
begin mining of American cobalt reserves. This procedure will be called whenever the 
economic conditions necessitate mining. 
Procedure MineStart; 
Begin 
Mining : = True; 
Writeln; 
Writelin(‘Preparations should be started for domestic cobalt production.‘); 
Writeln; 
End; (* MineStart *) 
Begin (* Main Program *) 
AddMine : = False; 
Mining : = False; 
MineBegin : = False; 
MineYear : = 1; 
Write(‘Average Market Price for the Last 3 Years: S’); 
Readlin(AvgPrice); 
For I : = 1 to 3 do 
PastPrices[I] : = AvgPrice; 
Write(‘Current Stock Level (millions of lbs.): ‘); 
Readlin(StockLev); 
PastPositon : = 1; 
More : = ‘y’ ; 
While More = ‘y’ do 
begin 
If (MineYear = 4) then AddMine : = True; 
If Mining then MineYear : = MineYear + 1; 
Write(‘Expected Useage per annum:‘); 
Readln(YearUse); 
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ExpUseage : = YearUse * Years; 
Write(‘Current Market Price: 9’); 
Readln(CurrPrice); 
PastPosition : = ((PastPosition + 1) Mod 3) i 1; 
PastPrices[PastPosition] : = CurrPrice; 
AvgPrice : = AverageCompute; 
If (AvgPrice > = 22) and not Mining then XiineStart; 
Writeln(‘Average Price = S’,AvgPrice:4:7): 
Write(‘Confidence Factor:‘); 
Readln(Confidence); 
SituationCompute; 
If AddMine then 
begin 
StockLev : = StockLev + 6; (* Add in 6 million lbs. per yr. *) 
(* for domestic mining. *) 
Writeln; 
Writeln(‘Stock level has been increased by 6 million lbs.‘); 
Writeln(‘due to domestic production.‘): 
Writeln; 
end; 
Writeln(‘Comf0t-t level = ‘.ComfortLev:5:7); 
Writeln(‘BuyPrice = $‘,Buyprice:5:2); 
Writeln(‘SellPrice = $‘,SellPrice:5:2); 
Writeln(‘Buy’,BuyQuant:j. ‘units.‘); 
Writeln(‘Sell’,SellQuant:S, ‘units.‘); 
Writeln; 
Repeat 
Writeln(‘Select Option:‘); 
Writelm’ 1: Change Confidence Level’); 
Writeln(‘ 2: Change Market Price’): 
Writeln(‘(ret): Quits’); 
Readln(Option); 
if (Option = ‘1’) or (Option = ‘2’) then 
begin 
Exit : = false; 
Case Option of 
‘1’: begin 
Write(‘New Confidence factor:‘); 
Readln(Confidence); 
While (Confidence > 2) or (Confidence < 1) do 
begin 
Write(‘Confidence Level must be between’); 
Write(‘l and 2. Please re-enter:‘); 
Readln(Confidence); 
end; 
SituationCompute; 
end; 
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‘2’: begin 
Write(‘New Market Price:‘); 
Readln(CurrPrice); 
SituationCompute; 
end; 
end; (* case *) 
Writeln(‘Comf0t-t level = ‘,ComfortLev:5:2); 
Writeln(‘Average Price = $‘,AvgPrice:4:2); 
Writeln(‘Current Market Price = $‘,CurrPrice:4:2); 
Writeln(‘BuyPrice = %‘,Buyprice:5:2); 
Writeln(‘SellPrice = S’,SellPrice:5:2); 
Writeln(‘Buy’,BuyQuant:5,’ units.‘); 
Writeln(‘Sell’,SellQuant:.5,’ units.‘) 
end 
else 
Exit : = true; 
until Exit = true; 
StockLev : = StockLev - Recycle * (ExpUseage13): 
Writeln(‘Any more data?‘); 
Readln(More); 
end; 
End. 
TESTING MODEL 
The model can be tested by using “real life” data as input into the program, and then 
graphing the resulting output. Output such as comfort level should be fairly constant given 
Fig. 1. Buy/Sell decision hierarchy. 
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Fig. 2. Vary current market price. 
Initial Status: Expected Usage: 25 million Ibsiyr; $10 Average price: Confidence Factor = I. (Note that buying 
and selling prices remain constant because they are a function of market value, average price. and comfort level. 
each of which remains constant.) 
Fig. 3. Vary confidence factor. 
initial Status: Expected Usage: 25 million Ibsiyr; Stock level = 100 
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small variations in data input. Other output, such as selling and buying prices, should 
vary somewhat more, as predicted by the analysis of the program. A sample test using 
arbitrary data is shown in Figs. _ 7 and 3. The output is consistent with what was projected, 
and thus the model seems to reflect a sensible management policy. 
Bibliographic norr-All data used in constructing this model was taken from the problem sheets. The program- 
ming was done on the Turbo Pascal system on an I.B.M. Personal Computer, and the word processing was 
done using the Select word processor, on a KayPro II. 
